
“For as Long as the Sun Shines, 

                      The Grass Grows and 

                                 The Rivers Flows”  
                                                                                              Saying from Treaty 8                                                                

 

 

         Eagle Sustainable Solutions  
                      “For Better Futures”        
           Run of River Hydro Electric Power Project 

                         Concept 
To Produce Electric Power using Water, as inexpensively as possible 
with the least amount of impact on the environment; thus, making this a 
great investment and providing a positive cash flow from Day 1!  



                                             Problem                              
In remote areas of Canada approximately 100 Million liters of diesel are consumed 
annually to produce electric power. Not only are diesel fumes highly explosive, 
there are major health problem associated with diesel fuel. 

Breathing diesel fuel vapors or exhaust for a long time can cause: 

• Respiratory disease 
• Kidney damage and Cancer 
• Increased blood pressure 
• Lowering of the blood's ability to clot 
• Contributes to Climate Change 
• There are better ways of producing electricity 

An example of such miss-use of diesel is Hartley Bay, B.C.; to produce electricity 
for 170 residents living in 82 buildings: 62 residential and 20 commercial/mixed-
use. There are three generators supplying the electricity to Hartley Bay Area: two 
420 KW and one 210 KW to produce this 500,000 liters of diesel are brunt each 
year over 15 years this presents an expenditure of approximately $ 22.5 Million, 
and in the 16th year they will still need to buy diesel to create electricity. In an area 
that’s has an annual rainfall of 2,000 inches, what an excellent opportunity for 
Restoration Hydro. 

              Canadian First Citizens  
        Ways of Assisting Canadians of Indigenous Heritage  

• The right to self-determination. Stop saying that this country was built on 
two nations, English and French; and recognize the language and culture of 
Indigenous People 

• Education for their children 
• Safe drinking water & proper sewage treatment 
• Federal Law Review & Reducing Climate Change Contribution   
• Energy Sovereignty, Financial Equity and Food Independence 

                                               Treaty 
Treaties were the Indigenous Peoples’ way of adopting New Canadians and 
sharing their culture with Canada’s very diverse culture and identity. 
Indigenous treaties in Canada are constitutionally recognized agreements between 
the Crown and Indigenous peoples. Most of these agreements describe exchanges 
where Indigenous nations agree to share some of their interests in their ancestral 
lands in return for various payments and promises. On a deeper level, treaties are 



sometimes understood, particularly by Indigenous people, as sacred covenants 
between nations that establish a relationship between those for whom Canada is an 
ancient homeland and those whose family roots lie in other countries. 

 

                                    Solution 
Restoration Hydro incorporates the concept of biomimicry in the form of low-
head, strategically sited structures proven to restore watershed and ecological 
function. Natel Energy’s Restoration Hydropower Projects take this concept one 
step further by integrating our Hydro-Engine turbine into these structures, using 
innovative and adaptive civil works to ensure safe upstream and downstream fish 
passage and low environmental impact. This creates an additional layer of 
economic value in the form of flexible, reliable and renewable energy on top of the 
high-value water and environmental benefits of watershed restoration. 

Restoration Hydro therefore creates a virtuous cycle where projects can be 
financially leveraged to support the scaling of watershed ecosystem restoration 
activities, creating an environment-energy multiplier effect. 

Hydro Restoration concept combined with saving in the hundreds of millions of 
dollars with elimination of carbon taxes, that will exceed $200 a ton in a few years, 
on the diesel fuel it replaces; Making this the best possible solution for the 
economy and the environment. This solution will last indefinitely with regular 
maintenance. 



 
An approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human 
challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies”. 
– Biomimicry Institute 
 
Water is the bases of life; the ESS vision is three-fold. Each step is essential to life: 

1. Light and Warmth produced in a matter that doesn’t comprise the health of 
people and harm the environment. Using flowing water to produce 
electricity is the most logical option available  

2. Potable water is the is necessary for a healthy life. In Canada it should be the 
right of every Canadian to have access to clean water. Once again water can 
produce the electricity to operate a water treatment facility to provide 
constant potable water 

3. It is the responsibility of everyone that once water is used it is returned to 
nature as clean as it was taken! Again, sewage treatment plants require 
electricity which once again can come from water 

 
The answer is simple, humans make it complicated, driven first by     
financial gain, at the end of the day “you can’t eat the money” 

     

      

 



Natel Energy Lo-Head Restoration Hydro System 

 
Although there is a regulatory process for approval, an estimated 50 
permits, reports and equipment approval; the construction period will be 
relatively short. The estimation of equipment cost approximately $10-14 
Million CDN and construction cost approximately $4-6 Million CDN. 

The cost of producing 1 Kilowatt of electricity per hour with a cost an 
amortization of 30 years, is $.011, the current retail cost in 
Saskatchewan is $.15; in the territories it is $.30. Restoration Hydro 
projects controlled by Indigenous People is a game changer! 

 What an incredible opportunity for Indigenous Settlements; as well as 
emerging business. The cost of power provides their citizens a 
competitive advantage when the funds for power stay in the local 
economy. Industries, careers, social activities, education, arts. sports and 
a comfortable home are the direct result of power sovereignty.

 



E2K Engineering Can Handle all Aspects of Engineering  
 Construction Inspections, Environmental Engineering, Geotechnical & 
Material Testing, Mechanically Stabilized Earth Design, Pile Design and      

Inspection, Retaining Wall Design, Slope Stability and Site 
Certification. As an engineering company E2K can handle all aspects of 
the engineering required to complete this project.

 
                  Producing Power where it is Needed,    
             And making it Economically Feasible!                                                                             



                  Making a Difference 
Eagle Sustainable Solutions has a huge dream, the beginning of a 
journey is always a challenge! Our whole mission revolves around 
WATER, the most abundant element on the planet, a necessity of life 
and the most endangered resource on the planet.  

Our plan is to give everyone a chance to be part of the solution; every 
item we sell, will also have some complimentary shares included for the 
purchaser, making everyone who supports us part of the cause and has 
we make a profit a chance to share in it.. 

Mission Statement 

Water is our largest renewable resource, as a society we need safeguard 
the use of it. Eagle Sustainable Solutions have a three-part strategy to 
protect water.  

1. To eliminate the use of diesel to produce electricity.  
2. Make potable water available to every citizen of Canada.  
3. It is vital to return sewage effluent to nature in a similar condition 

as it was when we borrow it from Mother Nature. 

Eagle Sustainable Solutions will be an active voice to help in making a 
change, not only in Canada but around the world, Mother Earth needs 
some help, it begins with water. 

                                            Funding 

ESS plan is to create a brand around WATER and beginning a story 
which has a happy ending, that can be supported by everyone. Knowing 
that we are all avoiders when it comes to major problems like burning of 
diesel, this occurs because the solution is something no one person can 
comprehend or deal with on their own. With Eagle Sustainable Solutions 
we plan to use a crowdfunding approach where one gets a unique item 
and ESS get money to move our vision forward. 



        
Our first item available will be a toque complete with a rechargeable 
LED our fee $29.00 delivered anywhere in Canada and $37.50 anywhere 
in the rest of the world. We follow will follow this initial offer with 
other pieces featuring original artwork and limited runs of garments, 
prints, water bottles, coffee go cups, etc. at affordable prices! 

Crowdfunding is your opportunity to support a Green Initiative that will 
allow ESS the financial energy needed to effect a change. As a company 
we are looking to become a hub of information and be involved in bring 
current technology to address the current needs of residents and 
eliminate old polluting ways of providing Light, Heat, Water and 
Sewage Treatment. 

With our marketing/publishing/media background and experience we 
can spread a powerful message across Canada and with our story and 
unique crowdfunding apparel and share offer, will lead to support of the 
ESS mission. ESS will be allocating 15-20% of gross revenue to 
supporting Indigenous Communities & Settlements, as well as another 
10% in support various youth groups. 

 People see Things as They Are and Wonder Why?  

                  ESS Dreams of Things That Never Were     

                                                      And Asks Why Not!                       



 
Green Business Canada and Green Energy Futures have two stories on 
Run of River stories, as well as video interviews; This provides us with 
information resources & proof of concept as we embark on this journey.  
http://www.greenenergyfutures.ca/episode/judith-sayers-first-nation-run-river-hydro 

http://www.greenenergyfutures.ca/episode/30-how-it-works-run-river-hydro-electric-power 

Here are links for additional information on this new technology 
                                     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqRtZokL1UI 

                                      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsFqWXHD6M0 

                      https://www.neumatic.com/portfolio/natel-energy-product-demo-video/ 

 A comparison of financial cost, Old Man River Dam produces 32 Mega 
Watts of power and was built in 1986 for $365 Million, todays 
replacement cost would be over $900 Million. The Indigenous People on 
Port Alberni led by Judith Sayers produces 6.5 MW with a cost of 
$14million and in 2015 they had recovered over half the original 
investment. Run of River is the most environmentally responsible way 
of producing electricity in remote areas and the most cost effective. 

The Wind will not always Blow 

            The Sun will not always Shine 

                       The Water will always Flow 

http://www.greenenergyfutures.ca/episode/judith-sayers-first-nation-run-river-hydro
http://www.greenenergyfutures.ca/episode/30-how-it-works-run-river-hydro-electric-power
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqRtZokL1UI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsFqWXHD6M0
https://www.neumatic.com/portfolio/natel-energy-product-demo-video/

